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Abstract. High energy consumption of sensor devices is a major prob-
lem in smart building systems, since it strongly impacts the system life-
time. However, existing approaches are often fitted to a single monitoring
application and rely on static configurations for sensor devices: optimiza-
tion of their acquisition and transmission frequencies to actual multiple
application requirements is not tackled. In this paper, we focus on energy-
aware dynamic sensor device re-configuration to lower energy consump-
tion while fulfilling real-time application requirements. We introduce the
Smart-Service Stream-oriented Sensor Management (3SoSM) that binds
together sensor configuration and management of sensor data streams.
We present a multi-application monitoring system architecture that opti-
mizes application requirements for data streams into sensor device config-
urations, and we relate the experiments with our experimental platform.

Keywords: Sensor data management · Smart building · Wireless sensor
network · Continuous query processing

1 Introduction

Nowadays it is well known that traditional buildings are primary consumers of
a significant portion of energy resources, thus, most of the world’s cities are
concerned by the potential of smart buildings. The design of these buildings is
based on sustainable construction standards to consume less energy than tra-
ditional buildings and to minimize their impacts on the natural environment.
Smart building technology brings in some nice features such as security, comfort
and accessibility, however with extra constraints to acquire and analyze “Big”
and/or “Fast” Data generated by devices like sensors: providing useful services
for occupants such as thermal comfort, air quality, physical security, etc., comes
at the cost of managing/processing large and complex real-time datasets. Big
Data, with its 5 Vs (Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity, Value), represents a new
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era in data exploration and utilization, and tackles sensing, analysing, sharing,
storing, querying, etc., very large amount of data [1].

Smart building technology can enhance the energy consumption of buildings,
however its infrastructure often consists of a wireless sensor network with devices
that have limited energy and battery lifetime [2]. These devices are autonomous
in terms of energy: their energy consumption determines their lifespan. In gen-
eral, sensor devices periodically sample physical quantity measures and transmit
them with a defined frequency to fulfill requirements of smart building appli-
cations. Tougher requirements (more measures and/or faster frequencies) will
inevitably lead to a greater energy consumption for these devices.

In this study, we focus on a sustainable architecture for multi-application
monitoring systems that continuously adapt to application requirements, con-
text and user configuration. We consider a monitoring system as a set of
applications that exploit sensor measures in real-time, where these applications
are declaratively expressed as (service-oriented) continuous queries over sen-
sor data streams. This architecture supports multiple applications in parallel,
with dynamic requirements: it can gracefully handle several different requests
for a same device. However, when using a static configuration for acquisition
and transmission frequencies of devices, energy consumption of the monitoring
system can not be optimized with regards to actual application requirements.

In this paper, we propose a dynamic sensor configuration mechanism to avoid
unnecessary data measurements and to promote less expensive data transmis-
sion for sensor devices. We present Smart- Service S tream-oriented Sensor
M anagement (3SoSM ), an approach to optimize interactions between appli-
cation requirements and Wireless Sensor Network (WSN ) environment in real-
time at the gateway level, independently of inner application logic. Our 3SoSM
approach performs energy-aware dynamic sensor device re-configuration to lower
energy consumption while fulfilling real-time application requirements.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Related works are given in
Sect. 2. Section 3 presents an overview of our multi-application monitoring sys-
tem architecture. Optimization of application requirements into sensor device
configurations is explained in Sect. 4. Section 5 gives a brief description of our
experimental platform to implement our approach and Sect. 6 describes the
experiments we conducted. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Related Works

Smart buildings are an application domain for the more general notion of perva-
sive environments, that consist of physical devices, wireless sensors, actuators,
middlewares, applications, etc. These components and platforms compose the
infrastructure of a building management system. Along with WSN, other com-
ponents are covered by different research domains: smart building design, sensor
data management, energy management, etc.

In the literature, existing studies mainly focus on design and data manage-
ment sides. [3] proposes a model for monitoring systems: a real-time decision
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unit that interacts with sensors for diagnosis of the building’s state and with
the building’s controllers to select the appropriate interventions. [4] introduces
a smart home energy control system and a smart interface to provide services
to occupants. The authors focus on especially on lighting systems to reduce
cost. [5] presents an occupant-centric design based on gathering/visualization
of high density sensor network dataset to make the pervasive environment sus-
tainable. [6] proposes a model for a better understanding of urban phenomena
by exploring and exploiting heterogeneous data from various sources, such as
physical sensors, surveys, social networks, etc.

Besides, energy consumption of building system is also discussed. For
instance, [7] proposes an energy management technique to handle computational
needs of ambient intelligence applications by using energy minimization workload
assignment policies. [8] introduces the necessity of having a monitoring/control
system for a building and proposes deploying digital smart meters that com-
municate wirelessly. The main idea is to search which equipments and system
characteristics are responsible for the energy consumption of the smart meters.

[9,10] are the closest studies to ours. [9] presents intelligent building archi-
tecture based on self-adapting intelligent gateway. This gateway handles ser-
vice decisions, device management, data aggregation, occupant-based pattern
generation and provision of energy management services. A novel self-adapting
intelligent system is introduced and proposed system can save approximately
16–24% energy. [10] presents self-adapting algorithms for context-aware sys-
tems. Proposed approach detects and analyses changes in the environment,
decides how system should react respecting the given set of policies. In that
approach, deployed sensor devices and actuators are capable to take adapted
decisions. Approaches of [9,10] have some common characteristics: to propose
a dynamic management system for smart building environment while process-
ing user preferences. However, these studies are bounded by predefined build-
ing applications and application requirement-sensor configuration relation is not
established. Besides, their approaches do not benefit from potential reconfigura-
tion of acquisition and transmission frequencies: sensor configuration stays static
during the system lifetime. Moreover, high energy consumption is not considered
as a major issue. In our 3SoSM approach, we introduce an energy-aware dynamic
sensor reconfiguration process while fully fulfilling application requirements.

3 Overview of Multi-application Monitoring System

Smart building management systems are one of the main application area of
pervasive environment research domain. Smart building systems are composed
by wireless sensor devices, hence, high energy consumption and limited service
lifetime are crucial problems. In this study, we focus on the energy consumption
of monitoring architectures supporting multiple smart building applications.

� Monitoring Architecture for Smart Building Applications: In this
study, we adopt a “declarative monitoring architecture”, build upon a pervasive
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environment management system (PEMS) using declarative (SQL-like) contin-
uous queries that can interact with distributed devices like sensors. This archi-
tecture has 3 main layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1. Declarative monitoring architecture

• Application layer, where application requirements are defined, declaratively
expressed as a set of continuous queries over distributed services [11];

• PEMS that integrates non-conventional, dynamic and heterogeneous data
sources and manages query executions; it includes a continuous query engine
that interacts with services provided by the lower layer through the logical
gateway, and manages queries coming from application layer [11,12];

• WSN environment, where wireless sensor devices acquire physical quantity
measures, and can communicate with other sensor devices and physical gate-
ways.

� Pervasive Environment Management Framework: We adopt the SoCQ
(Service-oriented Continuous Query) framework [11] for the PEMS layer. It
takes a data-oriented perspective on pervasive environments such as smart build-
ings. It provides a unified view and access to various and heterogeneous data
resources, or services, available in the environment. XD-relations (eXtended
Dynamic Relations) can represent standard relations, that may be updated, or
data streams, that continuously produces data. Pervasive applications can then
be created in a declarative fashion using service-oriented continuous queries over
XD-relations. Queries may be one-shot queries (like standard SQL queries) or
continuous queries (with a dynamic result, like a stream). Queries can also inter-
act with distributed services: service discovery, method invocation, stream sub-
scription. Furthermore, invocations and subscriptions can be finely parametrized.

For instance, a service discovery query can search for sensor services that
provide a location, a method to get the current temperature, and a continuous
stream of temperatures. The result is a XD-relation with a ServiceID, a Loca-
tion, and a virtual attribute for Temperature. Once relevant services are listed,
a continuous query can subscribe to the temperature stream of every discovered
services, to build a resulting data stream with Temperature values. If new ser-
vices are discovered and/or some services become unavailable, the continuous
query automatically adapts the set of stream subscriptions.
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� Smart Service-Stream Oriented Sensor Management - 3SoSM:
SoCQ handles a multi-application mechanism and supports multiple parame-
trized subscriptions to the same service. Moreover, it supports real-time user
configuration of applications and context-aware applications through queries
that can dynamically combine data, streams and services. Interactions with ser-
vices (discovery, invocations, subscriptions) are handled by a gateway positioned
between the PEMS layer and the WSN environment. However, SoCQ does not
tackle the issue of sensor configuration, and, thus, adopt a static configuration for
sensor devices. Like for other approaches presented in the Related Works section,
it is an issue for the energy enhancement of the system. Based on the existence
of dynamically configurable wireless sensor devices [13], we propose a
novel approach: a energy-aware dynamic sensor configuration based on real-time
application requirements to improve energy consumption of the system.

From our perspective, application requirements are introduced by applica-
tions configured by users, as a set of continuous queries. For instance: “Applica-
tion A1 computes the average temperature over the last 10min, with an update
every 5min, with an accuracy of 1 s and a maximum latency of 1min”. Those
application requirements in terms of data management can be summarized by
the following parameters:

• temporal window size introduces the time interval for calculating the result;
• periodicity of result update stands for the refreshing rate of the result;
• data acquisition periodicity represents the temporal accuracy of measure;
• maximum latency presents the maximum acceptable delay between the

acquisition of data and its transmission to the PEMS layer for result calculation.

The first two parameters concern the computing of the result, whereas data
acquisition periodicity and maximum latency parameters are related to sensor
devices and acquisition/transmission of data. In this study, we propose Smart
Service-S tream Oriented Sensor M anagement (3SoSM): the main principle
is to compute a data acquisition/transmission schedule for each device, called
sensor configuration oriented pattern or sco-pattern, based on application
requirements at a given time instant. As application requirements change over
time, 3SoSM dynamically reconfigures sensor devices by updating their spe-
cific sco-patterns, so as to avoid unnecessary data measurements and to enable
aggregated data transmission (less and/or smaller network packets to be sent).

In summary, proposed approaches in the literature adopt static sensor config-
uration and are specialized for specific applications. However, existence of devices
with a dynamic sensor configuration feature offers a different perspective. In this
context, we propose the 3SoSM approach that provides finer sensor configura-
tion than duty-cycle and similar techniques. Our proposition of dynamic sensor
management based on real-time application requirements is performed at the
gateway layer, in order to optimize energy consumption of sensor devices inde-
pendently from the application layer and/or the query engine.
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4 Optimization of Application Requirements

In this section, we present the core of our 3SoSM approach: an algorithm to
compute data acquisition/transmission schedule for each sensor devices, based
on real-time application requirements. We first present a formalization of appli-
cation requirements (subscription requests) and of sensor configuration (sco-
patterns), and then the algorithm itself (called GeNoMe process).

4.1 Formalization of Application Requirements and Sensor
Configuration

� Query requirements: A typical smart building is equipped with various
wireless sensor devices di ∈ D, where D is the set of devices in the environment.
Each sensor device may have multiple functionalities to acquire physical quantity
measures mi ∈ M , e.g., temperature, humidity. In our 3SoSM approach, applica-
tion requirements are defined within queries in terms of data source requirements
(targeted sensors d and measures m) and of temporal requirements: temporal
window size β, periodicity of result updates pupd, measure acquisition periodic-
ity pacq and maximum latency of measure transmission latency. The unit for all
these temporal parameters is the second (or millisecond, if required). Definition
of these parameters have been introduced in the previous section.

We then represent application requirements on sensors at a given time instant
by a set of parametrized subscription requests {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, where:
si = (di,mi, βi, p

upd
i , pacqi , latencyi) ∈ D × M × N

∗ × N
∗ × N

∗ × N

� SCO-Patterns: We propose a sensor configuration oriented pattern,
or sco-pattern, to represent a data acquisition/transmission schedule used to
configure a physical device. A sco-pattern consists of a list of sensor events and
the length � of this pattern. A sensor event is a < timestamp, action > couple.
Here, we define two types of event actions: either a data acquisition A or
a data acquisition and transmission AT. Event timestamps are enclosed
by time interval ]0; �]. The length of the pattern introduces the periodicity of
the pattern: a sensor executes this pattern repetitively every � seconds. Thus, a
sco-pattern P is denoted by:
P = ({(ti, ai)}, �) with � ∈ N

+, ti ∈]0; �], ai ∈ {A,AT}.
For instance, the sco-pattern for a sensor device that should measure every

second and transmit every 3 s is: P = ({(1, A), (2, A), (3, AT )}, 3).

� Algorithm and intermediate DOA-Patterns: We design an algorithm
to optimize a set of subscription requests for a sensor device into a sco-pattern
defining the configuration of this device. This algorithm, presented in the next
section, relies on an intermediate data-oriented acquisition pattern, or doa-
pattern, that can represent a single subscription request and can also be merged.

In a similar way to sco-patterns, a doa-pattern consists of a list of
acquistion-latency events and the length � of this pattern. An acquistion-latency
event is a triple < timestamp, action, latency >, where action is always an acqui-
sition. A doa-pattern ρ is denoted by:
ρ = ({(ti, A, latencyi)}, �), with � ∈ N

+, ti ∈]0; �].
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Fig. 2. Overview of the GeNoMe process

For instance, the doa-pattern for a subscription request that requires a mea-
sure every second and a maximum latency of 3 s is: ρ = ({(1, A, 3)}, 1). Here, a
single acquisition-latency event is sufficient to describe this request.

4.2 Algorithm

The goal of this algorithm is to generate a sensor device configuration, or sco-
pattern, that fulfills all the application requirements expressed by a set of sub-
scription requests targeting this device (with their specific acquisition period
and latency). Even though a sensor device can have multiple functionalities such
as measuring temperature and humidity, we here consider subscription requests
only for a single physical measure (multi-modality patterns is a work in progress).

The generation process of the final sco-pattern Pfinal is named 3SoSM
GeNoMe process (Generate-Normalize-Merge) and illustrated in Fig. 2. We
now detail the 4 steps of this algorithm (due to space restrictions, we do not
include the listings of pseudo-code for these steps):

1. Generate DOA-Patterns: we generate a doa-pattern ρi for each subscrip-
tion si with its parameters (pacq, latency): ρi = ({(pacq, A, latency)}, pacq).

2. Normalize DOA-Patterns: In order to merge doa-patterns (next step),
they should all have the same length, that will be the length of the final
pattern. The lowest common multiple method is used on pattern lengths (in
fact, acquisition periods): �final = LCM(�i, �j , . . .) = LCM(pacqi , pacqj , . . .).
Then, a coefficient for each pattern is calculated: αi = �final/�i ∈ N. This
coefficient indicates how many times each pattern should be repeated in order
to reach the length of the final pattern, i.e., to normalize this pattern. Thus,
each pattern is extended with its specific coefficient: αi × ρi.

3. Merge DOA-Patterns: We now merge the set of doa-patterns to obtain
the merged doa-pattern ρmerged, with the normalized length. The lists of
events are merged into a single list. If two events occur at the same timestamp,
those events are themselves merged into a single event with a “merged”
latency (the minimum latency of those two events). Event actions are still
always acquisition actions (no transmission action).

4. Build final SCO-Pattern: The doa-pattern ρmerged indicates data acquisi-
tion timestamps and latency, and the periodicity of that pattern. Data trans-
mission is not indicated yet. As a final step, transmission actions are inserted
on some events and latency values are then removed, in order to build a final
sco-pattern. Optimal transmission events are calculated based on latency
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values of acquisition events, to fulfil maximum latency requirement for each
acquisition event. As a first heuristic, starting from the first acquisition event,
we search for the latest next event whose measure can be transmitted with
all previous measures while respecting latency constraints. We then continue
with the next acquisition event, until the end of the pattern.

Example: Suppose that there are two subscription requests to the same sen-
sor device di for measuring temperature MT . The first subscription requires
data acquisition every 4 s with latency 7 s (pacq = 4 s, latency = 7 s). The sec-
ond subscription requires data acquisition every 5 s with latency 9 s (pacq =
5 s, latency = 9 s). Regardless of window sizes β and result update periods pupd,
those subscriptions can be expressed as:
s1 = (di,MT , βi, p

upd
i , 4, 7) and s2 = (di,MT , βj , p

upd
j , 5, 9).

With our algorithm, we optimize this set of subscriptions into a sco-pattern:

1. Generate DOA-Patterns: Subscription requests can be expressed as:
ρ1 = ({4, A, 7}, 4) and ρ2 = ({5, A, 9}, 5)

2. Normalize DOA-Patterns: Normalized length is lcm(4,5)=20. Coeffi-
cients are α1 = 20/4 = 5 for ρ1 and α2 = 20/5 = 4 for ρ2. Then, ρ1 should
be repeated five times and ρ2 should be repeated four times:
α1 × ρ1 = 5 × ρ1 = ({(4, A, 7), (8, A, 7), (12, A, 7), (16, A, 7), (20, A, 7)}, 20)
α2 × ρ2 = 4 × ρ2 = ({(5, A, 9), (10, A, 9), (15, A, 9), (20, A, 9)}, 20)

3. Merge DOA-Patterns: The merged pattern has a length of 20, and only
the last event (at 20) merges two events (with a latency of min(7,9)=7):
ρmerged = ({(4, A, 7), (5, A, 9), (8, A, 7), (10, A, 9), (12, A, 7), (15, A, 9),

(16, A, 7), (20, A, 7)}, 20)
4. Build final SCO-Pattern: Transmission actions are added to relevant

events at 10, 16 and 20 – all latency requirements are thus fulfilled:
Pf = ({(4, A), (5, A), (8, A), (10, AT ), (12, A), (15, A), (16, AT ), (20, AT )}, 20)

We remark that the final pattern requires only 18 transmission actions per
2-min (3 AT per 20 s), whereas the two intial requests would require respectively
15 and 12, and a total of 24 AT considering a common AT every 40 s.

5 Experimental Platform

5.1 Continuous Query Engine: SoCQ Engine

In this study, we use the SoCQ Engine [11]. Benefits of the SoCQ framework as
a pervasive environment management system was already introduced in Sect. 3.
SoCQ Engine is a service-oriented continuous query engine implemented in Java.
A Data Description Language (DDL) allows to define XD-Relations, and a SQL-
like query language allows to specify one-shot and continuous queries over XD-
Relations [12]. A user interface controls the query engine: users can visualize
XD-Relations and their content, and launch one-shot/continuous queries.
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5.2 WSN Simulator: Modified WSNet

In our platform, we integrated the WSN simulator WSNet [14]. WSNet is a
modular event-driven simulator, more precisely a discrete event simulator (DES).
WSNet adopts basic functionality of DES: in order to avoid simulating every time
splice, the time line is split into events and no change is presumed to occur in
the system between consecutive events; thus the simulation can directly jump
in time from one event to the next. However, the PEMS works on real-time.
To avoid time scheduling difference, we modified the time scheduler of the
WSNet simulator: we introduced a time factor to run experiments in real-time
or n-times faster (×10, ×20. . . ).

5.3 Gateway: 3SoSM Gateway

In the 3SoSM architecture (Fig. 1), the Gateway is a technical bridge between
two environments: it manages interactions and bidirectional communication
between the PEMS and the WSN. We implemented the 3SoSM principles
in a 3SoSM Gateway . It is implemented in Java, and interacts with the
SoCQ Engine and WSNet. 3SoSM Gateway has two primary modules: the
Service Manager, that manages SoCQ services representing available sensor
devices; and the Subscription Manager, that continuously analyzes applica-
tion requirements to generate new sco-patterns for sensor devices when required.

6 Experiments

6.1 Experiment Setup

The simulations are performed on the modified WSNet. We simulate one part
of the topology of our physical platform SoCQ4Home deployed in our research
laboratory [15]: 70 simulated sensor devices are located at specific positions over
a floor of the building (10 m × 60 m × 4 m). The deployed sensor devices have
fixed positions during the simulation and we consider that they have enough
energy until the end of the simulation. We adopt most known pervasive envi-
ronment communication protocol Zigbee IEEE 802.15.4, simulated with a UDG
propagation model and 35 m transmission range, and basic radio module states
for devices. Calculation of energy consumption is based on CPU and radio com-
ponents, adopted from [16,17].

6.2 Experimental Scenario

In a typical scenario, multiple applications launch continuous queries concern-
ing sensors to the PEMS. The gateway manages required parametrized stream
requests and, with 3SoSM, generates optimal sensor configurations. To evaluate
our approach, a scenario is performed with and without using 3SoSM during one
day (1440 min) to observe concrete performance of data stream management and
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evolution of energy consumptions. We designed two scenarios: “Comfort Temper-
ature Range” and “Temperature of Occupied Rooms”. In this paper, we present
only one of the performed scenarios.

Scenario “Comfort Temperature Range”: Smart buildings are responsi-
ble from thermal comfort of occupants. Based on the outdoor temperature, an
indoor comfort temperature range is determined. During this scenario, there are
two subscription requests to each sensor device. A first application requires tem-
perature of each room with a data acquisition every 15 s and a latency of 60 s. A
second application has a specific condition: it demands to track more frequently
temperature of rooms that are out of the current comfort temperature range,
with a data acquisition every 1 s and a latency of 4 s. A set of 3 SoCQ queries
are implemented: 1 discovery query to determine available sensor devices, and 1
stream query for each application. The subscription requests to sensor services
are generated by the PEMS and, based on these parametrized subscriptions,
dynamic sensor configuration is realized by the 3SoSM Gateway.

The first application receives a temperature data stream from each sensor
device, however the second application receives data streams only from sensors in
rooms where temperature is out of the current comfort range. Users want to track
temperature of these rooms more frequently until temperature is in the comfort
range again. Sensors are dynamically re-configured by our 3SoSM Gateway when
required. Since data transmission is the most expensive action on sensor side
(in terms of energy consumption), we expect a higher energy consumption for
sensor devices that are in a room where temperature is not in the comfort range.
This functionality shows the context-aware feature of 3SoSM approach. For the
evaluation of our approach, we compare the results of dynamic re-configuration
by 3SoSM Gateway with the results of a static configuration of sensors that
always fulfills requirements of both applications: pacq = 1 s, latency = 4 s.

Experiment Result: Figure 3 shows the evolution of energy consumption of
a single wireless temperature sensor in a room during the simulation with and
without dynamic re-configuration. Upper graph presents indoor temperatures
and dynamic comfort temperature ranges (dashed curves). Regions where indoor
temperature is outside of comfort temperature range are visible. Lower graph
shows the decrease of energy level, and thus lifetime, of that sensor device.
Energy consumption increases while room temperature is outside of comfort
temperature range: the second subscription is then requested, hence, data trans-
mission frequency is increased from 60 s to 4 s.

Results show that the energy consumption of that sensor device is higher
without dynamic re-configuration: as a consequence, the sensor device dies ear-
lier. With a static configuration, it nearly dies at the end of the day, whereas
it still has energy with dynamic re-configuration. Initial energy level of sensor
device is here set on purpose to emphasize the lifetime difference between both
cases. Based on the given scenario parameters, we achieve to reduce additional
communication cost: For instance, while temperature is inside the given com-
fort range, without our approach, a single temperature sensor sends 900 data
packets to base station during one hour. With the 3SoSM Gateway, number of
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Fig. 3. Indoor temperature variations and energy level evolution of a sensor device
with static configuration or dynamic re-configuration (1440 min, 1 day)

transmitted packet is only 60 for the same time period. Thus, at the end of the
experiment, 83 % of energy level is saved by using the 3SoSM approach.

Our approach can increase the lifetime of a sensor device. Let’s consider
a basic 9 V alkaline battery (� 18.8kJ) connected to our sensor device. With
given parameters, the sensor can survive only 59.5 days with a static configu-
ration, however its lifetime can be extended up to 109.08 days with dynamic
re-configuration. Here, 3SoSM lengthens sensor lifetime by � 83 %. Obviously,
service lifespan and the energy savings depend on the application requirements
and context (here, actual temperature).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we point at a major challenge of smart building technology: energy
consumption of the monitoring architecture itself while dealing with data explo-
ration/utilization. We expose that existing studies do not tackle neither energy
consumption of deployed equipments nor lifetime of the whole system. Existing
approaches commonly adopt static configurations for wireless devices. Here, we
focus on the lifetime of a monitoring system and introduce new mechanisms for
dynamic reconfiguration of sensor data acquisition/transmission schedules.

We present a sustainable declarative monitoring architecture to process mas-
sive raw data from sensors. We rely on declarative PEMS principles and tackle
the energy optimisation of interactions between application real-time require-
ments and sensor devices. We introduce our approach 3SoSM based on data-
driven acquisition and transmission time patterns. We propose the GeNoMe-X
process to optimize multiple parametrized subscriptions to a same device. We
implemented a 3SoSM Gateway that supports the GeNoMe-X process to fulfil
dynamic application requirements. We conducted experiments using the SoCQ
engine and a modified WSNet simulator. Impacts of our approach on energy
consumption and on lifetime are presented and discussed.

As perspectives for 3SoSM approach, we plan to extend time patterns to
support multi-modality, and to benefit from real raw data measured by physical
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SoCQ4Home platform. Besides, we also plan to integrate energy-aware dynamic
sleep scheduling mechanism based on predictions, as a complementary of data
driven scheduling. Furthermore, we are studying ways to decentralize parts of
the optimization process into the WSN, on the smart devices themselves.
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